Consent to the processing of personal data (newsletter)

By registering as an ambassador / alumni at www.studyin.cz, I give my explicit consent, in line with the Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data and the Principles of personal data protection at the Czech National Agency for International Education and Research (hereinafter DZS), to Dům zahraniční spolupráce, Na Poříčí 1035/4, 110 00 Prague 1, Czech Republic, IČO 61386839, the controller of the data, to process my personal data (first name, surname, email address) for the purpose of sending one or more regular information materials / newsletters, including storing personal data on data carriers, searching in them, transferring to third parties abroad and further handling in accordance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and other legal norms.

I give my consent to the processing of the above data and to the use of my contact voluntarily and for an indefinite period.

I have been informed about my rights, in particular about my right to withdraw my consent at any time and without stating a reason for it. I acknowledge that the withdrawal of my consent does not affect the lawfulness of processing based on my consent before its withdrawal. I have also been informed about my right to obtain access to my personal data and rectification of inaccurate personal data, to finding out which personal data have been processed and for what purpose as well as about the fact that the granting of this consent is voluntary.

I confirm that I have been informed about the Principles of personal data protection at the Czech National Agency for International Education and Research published on the DZS web page https://www.dzs.cz/en/about-dzs.

We use Mailchimp as our marketing platform. By clicking to subscribe, you acknowledge that your information will be transferred to Mailchimp for processing. Learn more about Mailchimp's privacy practices here.